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Preface

The International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning (ICCBR) is the pre-eminent international meeting on case-based reasoning (CBR). ICCBR 2009 (http://www.iccbr.org/iccbbr09/) was the eighth in this series of biennial international conferences highlighting the most significant contributions to the field of CBR. The conference took place during July 20–23, 2009 in Seattle, Washington, USA. Previous ICCBR conferences have been held in Belfast, Northern Ireland, UK (2007), Chicago, USA (2005), Trondheim, Norway (2003), Vancouver, Canada (2001), Seeon, Germany (1999), Providence, Rhode Island, USA (1997), and Sesimbra, Portugal (1995).

Day 1 of the conference hosted an Applications Track and introduced the first ICCBR Doctoral Consortium. The Applications Track focused on real-world examples of the use of CBR in industrial fielded applications and provided a cooperative forum for the cross-fertilization of ideas between academic and industry attendees. The Doctoral Consortium concentrated on providing a supportive atmosphere for early-stage CBR researchers. Participants were matched with mentors, who provided guidance on their research trajectory, as well as advice about writing and presenting their research.

Day 2 featured topical workshops on “Reasoning from Experiences on the Web,” “Case-Based Reasoning for Computer Games,” “Uncertainty, Knowledge Discovery and Similarity in Case-Based Reasoning,” and “CBR in the Health Sciences.” In addition, the second CBR Computer Cooking Contest was held following on from its success at the 9th European Conference on Case-Based Reasoning (ECCBR 2008) held in Trier, Germany. Students and research groups described their entries in terms of the application of case retrieval, adaptation, and combination methods for cooking recipes, and participated in an energetic live demonstrative competition that was enjoyed by all attendees of the conference.

Days 3 and 4 comprised presentations and posters on theoretical and applied CBR research, as well as invited talks from two distinguished researchers: Susan Craw, Director of the Research Institute for Innovation, Design And Sustainability (IDEAS) at the Robert Gordon University, and Edwina L. Rissland from the Department of Computer Science at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The presentations and posters covered a wide range of CBR topics of interest both to practitioners and researchers, including: textual CBR, reinforcement learning, biologically inspired CBR, Web search and CBR, case-based recommender systems, CBR tools and system design, CBR quality management, case library maintenance, case-based planning, case representation, case similarity and retrieval, multi-dimensional indexing, spatial prediction, case-based decision analysis, automatic case generation, temporal CBR, active learning, real-time CBR, games and simulations, legal reasoning, ambient intelligence, evaluation
methodology, case adaptation, hybrid AI systems, collective classification, video understanding, multi-agent collaborative systems, machine learning.

This volume comprises papers of all the presentations and posters. These 34 papers were selected from a total of 55 submissions; 17 papers for oral presentation and 17 papers for poster presentation. Each paper was reviewed by at least three Program Committee members and revised in line with the constructive feedback provided. The papers in this volume provide a representative snapshot of current CBR research. We have organized the proceedings into three categories: Invited Talks (2 short papers), Theoretical/Methodological Research Papers (25 papers), and Applied Research Papers (9 papers).

Many people participated in making ICCBR 2009 a success. Local Conference Chair Isabelle Bichindaritz, from the University of Washington at Tacoma, devoted a great deal of her time to organizing the local arrangements and liaising with our sponsors. Everything from the room arrangements to the conference banquet was handled by Isabelle, and for this we are very grateful. Also, special thanks to Bill Cheetham and Kareem Aggour our Applications Track Chairs, Susan Fox for organizing the Doctoral Consortium, and Mirjam Minor, David Leake, and Armin Stahl for arranging and over-seeing the second CBR Cooking Contest. We appreciate the sterling work of Workshop Coordinator Sarah Jane Delany and all the chairs of the respective workshops and their various committee members. Sincere thanks to the Program Committee and the additional reviewers for their co-operation during the paper review process. In addition, we would like to thank our invited speakers, all of the authors who submitted papers to the conference, and gratefully acknowledge the generous support of our sponsors.

Finally, we would like to express our gratitude to the previous ICCBR and ECCBR conference organizers who gave us very valued advice, and to Springer for its continued support with respect to publishing this series of conference proceedings.
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